Little Landscapes
Mondays September 14 and 24 1-4pm
No sewing machine required for the first class

Fabrics:
Don’t spend too much time looking for the perfect fabrics. Often landscape themed fabrics are
not the proper scale. If you find one that works (or you just love it) give it a try. Don’t be afraid
to rule it out if it doesn’t seem right. You can try commercially printed sky fabrics or dye your
own. Remember these little quilts are small so keep that in mind. I like to avoid obvious cloud
shapes as they are often “cartoon-like” and don’t give a very realistic feel. Landscape fabrics
can be dots and textures. They should be random uneven designs with no specific repeat.
Avoid recognizable patterns, i.e. plaid… little ducks…. I’ll also bring my scrap collection to
share
This project only requires small amounts. Fat quarters are more than enough for yourself and
to share with a friend.
Seascape
5 –7 different values of blue (I usually have double that amount and eliminate several)
Sky fabric
White fabric for last wave
Scraps of lace (optional)
Beige textured fabric for sandMottled brownish-blackish fabric for foreground rocks
Lighter mottled fabric for background rocks
Landscape
5 - 7 different values of green (I usually have double that amount and eliminate several)
Sky fabric
Mountain fabric
Bluish-grayish fabric for foothills
Other fabrics depending on personal scene choice,
i.e. lavender fields, golf course, lake with boat, fence posts, flowers, buildings.

Borders and backing: Fat quarter
Small amount of fusible web
Small and large fabric scissors
Basic Sewing Supplies*
Long pins (I like flower heads because they lay flat)
Thread to match fabrics for topstitching and quilting
Thread to match fabrics or neutral for bobbin
16”- 18” square cotton batting
Open toe appliqué foot (optional)
24” square of foam core (or equivalent) portable design wall (you need to be able to pin into it)

Use layering and topstitching techniques while exploring the art concept of atmospheric perspective.
Learn a clever way to do an “envelope-turn” finish that eliminates hand stitching an edge closed.
Have a fun and “artsy” day!

*List of what I consider basic sewing supplies is available upon request.
Class size limited to: 6
Instructor: Barbara Schultz

www.enchantedvalleyarts.com

enchantedvalleyarts@gmail.com

